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Abst rac t - -We give componentwise bounds for the perturbations of the LU and LDU factoriza- 
tions. These bounds are valid for all perturbations which keeps nonsingularity and LU-factorizability. 
It is shown that the new perturbation bounds are sharper than the earlier results. The perturbation 
bounds are then applied to full rank factorizations produced by the rank reduction procedure. The 
result indicates that these full rank factorizations are stable if the LDU factorization of a certain 
matrix is also stable. ~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Triangular factorizations play an important role in solving linear equations or eigenvalue prob- 
lems. The perturbations of triangular matrix factorizations, which satisfy certain onlinear equa- 
tions, were investigated by many authors [1-13]. They gave true upper estimates orapproximate 
bounds based on linearization. Here we derive the exact expressions for the perturbations of the 
triangular factors, which are valid for all matrix perturbations keeping nonsingularity and fac- 
torability. These exact perturbation expressions lead to improved componentwise upper bounds. 
Using these results, we also derive the exact perturbation expressions and componentwise p rtur- 
bation bounds for the full rank factorizations produced by Egerv£ry's rank reduction algorithm. 
This result indicates the stability properties of the rank reduction algorithm, as well. 
DEFINITION 1. Assume that A E R m×n has rank r ~_ 1. Decomposition A = FG w is called ful] 
rank factorization, i f  F E R mxr, G E R '~xr, and rank(F) = rank(G) -- r. 
Any nonzero matrix has a nonunique full rank decomposition. If A = FG T is a full rank 
factorization of A, then all the other full rank factorizations can be written in the form A = 
(FM-1) (MGT) ,  where M 6 R r×~ is nonsingular. Full rank factorizations are also given in the 
form A = XMG T, where X = FM -1. 
Assume that A E R nx'~ has an LU factorization. We consider the unique LU and LDU 
factorizations A = L1U and A = L1DUi,  respectively, where L1 is unit lower triangular, D is 
diagonal, and U1 is unit upper triangular (U = DU1). Note that the LU and LDU factorizations 
are special full rank factorizations. 
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Let 5A E R nx'~ be a perturbation such that A + 5A also has LU factorization. Then 
A + 5A = (Lx + 5L1) (U + 5u) (1) 
and 
A + 5A = (L1 + 5L1 ) (D + 5D) (U1 + 5vl ) (2) 
are the corresponding unique LU and LDU factorizations. The perturbation matrices 5L1, 5u, 
50, and 5u~ are strict lower triangular, upper triangular, diagonal, and strict upper triangular, 
respectively. We also use the unique LUI factorization A = LU1, where L = L1D is lower 
triangular. In this case the perturbed factorization is given by A + 5A = (L + 5L)(U1 + 5u~). 
a n a n We use the following notations. Let A = [ ,J]~d=l- Then IA I = [I ij]]i,j--1, 
diag(A) = diag (a11, a22, • . . ,  ann), 
O~ n n __ tril(A, l) = [ ij]i,j=l, and triu(A, l) = [/3ij]i,j=l, where 0 < [/[ < n and 
{ aij, i > j - l ,  { aij, i <_ j - l ,  
a,~ = O, i < j - l ,  fl~ = O, i > j - l .  
Related special notations are tril(A) = tril(A, 0), tril*(A) = tr i l (A, -1) ,  triu(A) = triu(A, 0), and 
triu*(A) = triu(A, 1). ]A[ is sometimes called a matricial norm (see, e.g., [14]). The spectral 
radius of A will be denoted by p(A). For two matrices A, B E R "~×n the relation A < B holds 
if and only if a,j < bij for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m, j = 1 , . . . ,  n. Let ei c R '~ denote i th unit vector and 
let I (k) = )-~=1 e~e~ for 1 < k < n and I (k) = 0 for k _< 0. Similarly, let I(k) = )-~.,=k+ln e~e~T for 
0 < k < n and I(~) = 0 for k >_ n. Note that I (n) -= I = I(o) and I(k) + I (k) -= I. We also use the 
notation Ik for the k x k unit matrix. 
2. EXACT PERTURBATION TERMS FOR 
THE LU AND LDU FACTORIZAT IONS 
Here we derive the exact perturbation terms for the LU and LDU factorizations, respectively. 
We need the following. 
LEMMA 2. Let C, B E R nxn and assume that I - B is nonsingular and has LU factorization. 
Then the solution of the equation 
W = C + B triu(W, l) (l >_ 0) (3) 
is given by 
Wek = ( I -  B I (k -o ) -Xcek  (k=l,...,n). (4) 
PROOF. Relations Wek = Cek + B triu(W, l)ek and triu(W, l)ek = I(k-l) Wek imply ( I-- B I(k-t) ). 
Wek = Cek which gives the result. The nonsingularity of I -B I  (k-l) follows from the assumptions 
that I - B is nonsingular and has LU factorization. | 
Note that I (j) = 0 (j < 0) implies that Wek = Cek for k < l. Equation (3) can be transformed 
into one single system by using the vec operation 
diag ( I -  BI(1-O,. . .  , I -  B I  (n-l)) vec(W)- -  vec(C). (5) 
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COROLLARY 3. Let C, B G R n×'~ and assume that I -B  is nonsingulax and has LU £actorization. 
Then the solution of the equation 
W = C + tril(W, - l )B  (l _> 0) (6) 
is given by e~W = e~C(I  - I(k- ')B) -1 (k = 1,. . .  ,n). 
PROOF. By transposition Wv = C T +B v trfl(W, _ l ) r  = C :  +B T triu(W T, l). Hence, Lemma 2 
implies the requested result. | 
THEOREM 4. Assume that A and A + 5A are nonsingular and have LU factorizations A = L1U 
and A + 5A = (L1 + 6L,)(U + 6U), respectively. Let B = L'~ISAU -1. The exact perturbation 
terms 5L1 and 6u are then given by 6L1 = L1 tril*(F) and ~fu = triu(G)U, where F and G are 
the unique solutions of the equations F = B - B triu(F) and G = B - tril*(G)B, respectively. 
PROOF. Let X1 = L'ZISL,, Y = 5uU-:,  and write 
L11 (A -{- 5A) U-1 ---~ L11 (LI -l- (~LI) (U -~- (~u) U-1 (7) 
in the form I + B = (I + XI)(I + Y) = I + XI + Y + XIY, where B = L'~IsAu -I. Observe 
that X: is strict lower triangular nd Y is upper triangular. Hence Iq-Xl is unit lower triangular 
and I + Y is upper triangular nd provide the unique LIU factorization f I + B. Note that 
I + B and I + Y are nonsingular bythe initial assumptions. From the identity 
B = X1 + Y + X,Y,  (8) 
it follows that F := B( I  + y ) - I  = Y ( I  + Y ) - :  + X1, where Y( I  + y ) - i  is upper triangular. 
Hence tril*(F) = X1 and triu(F) = Y( I  + y) - l .  The relation (I + y ) - i  = I - Y ( I  + y ) - l  
implies B( I  + y ) - i  = B - BY( I  + y) - l ,  which can be written as 
F -- B - B triu(F). (9) 
Hence, the exact perturbation term is given by $n, = L1X1 = L1 tril*(F). Next we derive Su. 
Relation (8) also yields G := (I + X1)-XB = (I + X1)-IX1 + Y, where (I + X1) - IX I  is strict 
lower triangular. Thus, we have the relations tril*(G) = (I + X1) - IX :  and triu(G) = Y. As 
(I + X1) -1 = I - (I + X1) - IX I ,  we have (I + X1) - IB  = B - (I + X1) - IX1B,  which can be 
written as 
G -- B - tril*(G)B. (10) 
The exact perturbation term 5u is then given by 5u = YU = triu(G)U. Thus, we proved the 
theorem. | 
REMARK 5. Lemma 2 yields Fek = ( I+BI (k) ) - IBek,  while Corollary 3 implies eTG = e~B( I+ 
I(k-1)B)-I" 
Note that the only assumptions are that I + B is nonsingular and has LU factorization. By 
setting SA = LIAA U, we obtain B = AA. Hence F and G become independent of A. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that A and A + 5A are nonsingular and have LDU factorizations A = 
LIDU1 and A-k $A = (L1 -{-6LI)(D-I-~D)(UI -{-$ul), respectively. Let B = L l lSAU -1 and B = 
L- I~AUI  1. The exact perturbation terms ~L~, 5D, and $u, are then given by 5L~ = L: tril*(F), 
5D ---- diag(G)D, and 5u, = triu*(F)U1, where F, G, and ~" are the un/que solutions of the 
equations F = B - Btr iu(F),  G = B - tril*(G)B, and F = [~ - tril(F)/}, respectively. 
PROOF. We have to derive only 5u~ and 5D. From the relation 
A q-~A = (L1 -b ~L1) (U q-~U) -~- (L1 q-~L,) (D q-~D) (UI -[-~U,) 
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we obtain 
5g = (D + 6D) (UI + 6u~) - DUI = 6DU1 "q- (D + 6D) 6U1, 
where (D ÷ 6D)6u~ is strict upper triangular and U1 is unit upper triangular. Hence 6D 
diag(6DUl) = diag(6u). The relation 6u = triu(G)U, where U is upper triangular, implies 
diag (6u) = diag(G) diag(U) = diag(G)D. 
If A + 6A is decomposed in the LU1 form A -b 6A = (L + 6L)(U1 + 6u1), then A T -{- 6 5 = (U T + 
6T)(L T + 6T) is an LIU factorization. Let B = L-16AU~ 1. Theorem 4 implies 6u T, = uTYIT , 
where Y1T = tril*(F T) and ~T __./)'r _ ~T triu(~T). Transposing the relations again, we easily 
obtain that 6u, = triu*(F)U1, where F is the unique solution of the equation 
F - - / )  - tril(F)B. (11) | 
We note that in the case of the LDL r factorization the term 6u1 can be dropped. 
3. COMPONENTWISE  PERTURBATION BOUNDS 
The componentwise perturbation bounds are obtained by estimating the solutions of equa- 
tions (9)-(11). We use the following simple observations. If p(IB]) < 1, then I - JB[ is an 
M-matrix and 
[(1+ B) -1[ < ( I -  [Bl)-k (12) 
As p(B) < p([B[) and p([B[1 (k)) < p([B[1 (k+l)) < p([B[), similar statements hold for the matri- 
ces BI  (k). For p([B[) < 1, I - IB[1 (k) is also an M-matrix (k = 0,1 . . . .  , n) and 
1 ~ ( I - [B [ l (a ) ) - l _< ( I - [B [ l (a+l ) ) - l _< ( I - [B [ )  -1 . (13) 
Theorems 4 and 6 imply the following two theorems [8]. 
THEOREM 7. Assume that A and A + 6A are nonsingular and have LU faetorizations A = LIU 
and A + 6A = (LI + 6LI)(U + 6U), respectively. Let B = L-~16AU -1. Then 
[6L1 [ _< [LI I tril* (IF[), [Sv] _< triu ([G[)[U[, (14) 
where F and G are given by equations (9) and (10), respectively. I[ p([B[) < 1, then 
where 
[5L1 [ ~ ILll tril* (Fb'l), 
Fb'lek : (1--[B[l(k)) -I [B[ek, 
[Sul ~ triu (G b'l) IUl, (15) 
o:G  I __ e:l l ( I -  I"-l)lBJ)-', (16) 
for k = 1,...  ,n. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that matrices F b,1 and G b,1 are the unique solutions of the equations 
F -- IBI ÷ IB[ triu(F), 
respectively. 
Inequality (13) implies 
F b: < (I -IB[) - I  [BI = F b'2' 
The resulting weaker estimates 
[6L, [ --< [L, [trfl* (fb'2), 
are due to Sun [12]. Note that F b'2 = G b'2. 
G --[B[ + tril*(G)lB[, (17) 
Gb, l ~ iB I ( I  - IBl) -z = ~b,2. (18) 
[6uJ <_ [triu (Gb'2)] [UI (19) 
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THEOREM 8. Assume that A and A + 6A are nonsingular and have LDU £actorizations A = 
LtDU1 and A + 5A = (L1 + 6Lt)(D + 5D)(UI + 6vt), respectively. Let B = L~t6AU -1 and 
= L-tSAU~ 1. Then 
[SLII~_ILlltriI'([FD, ]601 < diag (IGD ID[, 15ul[<_triu'(IFDIUl[ , (20) 
where F, G, and F are given by equations (9), (10), and (11), respectively. H p(]B D < 1 and 
p(I/}l) < 1, then 
15L, I ~ ILl[ tril* (Fb'l), 15o1 <~ diag (G b'l) ID[, [6u1[ < triu* (_~b,1)[U1], (21) 
Hk+l  "~ H1 - QkD'~I P T, (26) 
where 
Pk = [g I  y l , . . .  , gkr yk] , Qk = [Hlx,,. . . , gkxk] (27) 
and 
Ok = diag (yTg,  x l , . . . ,  yII-Ikxk). (28) 
For k = r, we obtain the full rank factorization of//1 
H1 = QrD~IP T. (29) 
The rank reduction algorithm is said to be breakdown free, if yTHixi is nonsingular for all 
i = 1,2, . . . , r .  A nonsingular matrix A is said to be strongly nonsingular, if it has an LU 
factorization. Let us denote by XIk the submatrix of X consisting of the first k columns. 
and 
where F b,1 and G b,l are given by (16) and 
for k = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Matrix ~b,1 is the unique solution of equation 
F=[ /~ + tril(F) [/}[. (23) 
Inequality (13) implies ~b,t < [~[( I_  [/~[)-1 for p([/~[) < 1. 
Estimates F b,1, G b,1, and ~b,1 are sharp. If B _< 0 and/~ _< 0, then IF[ = F b,1, [G[ = G b,1, 
and ~b,1 = [~[. Such situation (B < 0,/~ _< 0) occurs, if A is an M-matrix and hA _< 0. 
The componentwise upper bounds of Theorems 7 and 8 can be obtained by fixed-point i era- 
tions, which are monotone in certain cases [8]. 
4. EGERV/kRY'S RANK REDUCTION ALGORITHM 
Given the matrix H1 E R mxn of rank r (r > 1) and vectors xk G R n, Yk E R m such that 
yTHkxk ~ 0 (k = 1,.. .  ,r), the Egerv£ry rank reduction procedure [15] is the following: 
Hk+1 = H~ - g~z~y[g~ yT Hkxk (k = 1, . . . ,  r). (24) 
For k < r, rank(Hk+l) = rank(Hk) - 1 and Hr+l = 0. We can write Hk+l in the forms 
k 
Y~. gixiyT gi  
Hk+l = H1 - ~=tyT Hix ~ (25) 
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THEOREM 9. (See [16].) Let X ---- [xl,.. .  ,xr] and Y = [yl . . . . .  yr]. Then the rank reduction 
procedure can be carried out breakdown free if and only if y T H1X is strongly nonsingular. In 
this event the rank reduction procedure has the canonical form 
Hk+l = HI - HxX Ik (yIkT HxXIk) --1 yit¢T Ha. (30) 
It can be shown [16] that all full rank factorizations of Ht can be obtained by selecting X
and Y properly. The rank reduction procedure plays an important role in matrix factorizations 
and conjugation algorithms [16] (see also [17,18]). 
Let B = LBDsUB denote the unique LDU-decomposition of matrix B E R mxm with unit 
lower triangular LB, diagonal DB, and unit upper triangular Us. Similarly, let B = LBOB and 
B = ]-,sUB be the unique L1U and LU1 factorizations of B, respectively. 
THEOREM 10. (See [16].) Let yT H1X be strongly nonsingular. The components ofthe full rank 
factorization (29) are 
Pr  T -T  -1  = H1 YLyTH1 X,  Qr = HIXUy- rH I  X,  Dr = DyTHx X .  (31) 
Here Z -T  stands for (Z- l )  T. If H1, X, Y E R mxm are of rank m, then an alternative form of 
the components Pm and Qm is given by 
and 
Pm -T  T .~-T  0'~T : X U~THIxDyTH1X : yTHI  X (32) 
Q~m --T = Y Ly'rHIxDyTH, X = y-TLy'rH, X, (33) 
respectively. 
We can observe that the components of full rank factorization (29) are related to the LU 
and LDU factorizations of the matrix yTHtX .  Using the perturbation bounds of the previous 
section, we develop perturbation bounds for the full rank factorization (29), as well. 
5. PERTURBATION BOUNDS FOR 
FULL  RANK FACTORIZAT IONS 
We assume that HI, X, Y E R m×'' and yT HIX is strongly nonsingular. If Y, HI, and X are 
subject of perturbations 6y, 6H,, and 6x, respectively, then we can write 
+'-1)(X + X 
Hence, formally we can assume that only Ht is subject to perturbation and the parameter 
matrices X and Y are exact or unchanged. Let 5H1 be the perturbation of H1. Thus/~1 = 
HI + 5H i , 
yT [--[IX = yT  HIX + yT  6H, X -~ yT  HIX + 6yT HIX 
and the perturbed full rank factorization/II = Q,n/~n I/5T reads as 
~ T ^ Qrn  P,~ -- Uy'rli ixX -I, L)m = Dy'rDiX, = Y -T  LyTfI~X. 
The initial assumption implies that only the triangular and the diagonal factors of the LU and 
LDU decompositions of yTHIX  are subject o change in the above expression. 
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THEOREM 11. Let B = DmQmlhH1Pm T and B = Qml6H, PmT Dm. If the perturbation 6n, is 
such that both yT  H1X and YT HIX + yT  6H, X are nonsingular and have LU factorizations, 
then 
5P~ -- triu(G)Pm T, 6Din = diag(G)Dm, ~Q.~ = Q.~ tril (G) ,  (34) 
where G and G are the unique solution of equations G = B-  tril* ( G)B and G = B-  B triu* ((~), 
respectively. Hence, 
[6P~[ _< triu ([G[)[P~[, ]hDm[ <_ diag (leD ]Dm[, 
If p(lSl) < 1 and p(l#l) < 1, then 
laPZI < triu (G b'l) IPZI, 16Dml g diag (G b'l) IDml, 
15Qm[ _< [Q.~[ tril ( ]G) .  (35) 
16Qml _< [Q.~ltril ((~b'0, (36) 
where G b,1 and ~b,1 are the unique solution of equations G = [B[ 4- tril*(G)[B] and G = [/~[ + 
[/~[ triu* (G), respectively. 
PROOF. Let Z = yT  H1X, 5z = yTSH~X, Z = LzOz, and 
: (0= 
Then P~ = UzX - t  and /hint : (OZ + 6u)X - t ,  where by Theorem 4, 6u = triu(G)Uz, G = 
B-  tril*(G)B and B - -L~I(yT6HaX)Oz 1. Hence, 
6pTm = pT m -- pT m = 5vX -1 = triu(G)OzX -1 = triu(G)P T. 
Matrix B can also be written as 
B = Lz 'Y  TSH,XUz 1 = Dz (Dz 'Lz 'Y  T) 6H, (XO~I ) .  
Let Z = LzDzUz  and Z+6z = (Lz+SL~)(Dz+6D)(Uz+~IU,) be the unique LDU factorizations. 
Then by definition Dm= Dz, Dm= Dz + 50, and 6Din = 6D. Hence by Theorem 6 
~D,, = diag(G)Dm, 
where G is the unique solution of equation G = B - t r i l * (G)B and B = Lzl(yT6I-I1X)Oz 1. 
Finally, let Z = LzUz and Z + 6z = (Lz + ~L)(Uz + 6u,) be the unique LU1 factorizations. By 
definition Qm : y-TLz  and Q,, : Y-T(Lz  + 6L). By noticing that Z T T ^T = U~ L z is an L1U 
factorization of Z T, we can easily obtain that 6L = Lz tril(G), where G is the unique solution of 
equation G = J~ --/~triu*(G) and [~ = LzI(yT6H, X)U~I. Hence, 
6Qm -- Qm - Qm = y-ThL = y- - r  Lz tril (G) -- Q,~ tril (G) .  
We can also write B in the form 
[~ = Lz ly  "r ~I..I, XUz  1 = (Lz IYT) ~HI (XUz iDz  1) Dz. 
The rest of proof follows from Theorems 7 and 8. | 
REMARK 12. For p([B[) < 1 and P([/~I) < 1 the upper estimates G b'l < [B [ ( / -  [B[) -1 and 
0b' < (/-- I#1)-11#1 hold. 
We can observe the strong similarity between the perturbations of full rank factorization (29) 
and the triangular factorizations. Having Theorem 10 this comes as no surprise. However, 
we can conclude that the full rank factorization algorithm of Egerv£ry is stable, whenever the 
corresponding triangular factorization is stable. 
Finally, we remark that for absolute and consistent matrix norms (i.e., norms with the prop- 
erties [A[ <_ [B I ~ [[A[[ _< [[S[[, [[AB[[ _< [[A][[[B[D we can easily derive norm estimates. For 
example, 
II PZ[I = [Itriu(a)P [I _< Iltriu(a)ll IlvZ[[ _< Iltriu H IIPZ]I • 
Such norms are the Frobenius norm, the 1-norm and the co-norm. For other norm estimates we 
refer to [7,8]. 
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